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Forward Looking Information
This presentation contains "forward-looking information" within the meaning of Canadian securities legislation. This information and these statements, referred to herein as “forward-looking statements”, are made as of
the date of this presentation and the Corporation does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update these forward-looking statements, except as required by law. Capitalized terms in these FLS not
otherwise defined in this presentation have the meaning attributed thereto in the most recently filed AIF of the Corporation.
These forward-looking statements include, among others, statements with respect to Stornoway’s objectives for the ensuing year, our medium and long-term goals, and strategies to achieve those objectives and goals,
as well as statements with respect to our beliefs, plans, objectives, expectations, anticipations, estimates and intentions. Although management considers these assumptions to be reasonable based on information
currently available to it, they may prove to be incorrect.
Forward-looking statements relate to future events or future performance and reflect current expectations or beliefs regarding future events and include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to: (i) the
amount of Mineral Reserves, Mineral Resources and exploration targets; (ii) the amount of future production over any period; (iii) net present value and internal rates of return of the mining operation; (iv) assumptions
relating to recovered grade, size distribution and quality of diamonds, average ore recovery, internal dilution, mining dilution and other mining parameters set out in the 2016 Technical Report as well as levels of
diamond breakage; (v) assumptions relating to gross revenues, cost of sales, cash cost of production, gross margins estimates, planned and projected capital expenditure, liquidity and working capital requirements; (vi)
mine expansion potential and expected mine life; (vii) the expected time frames for the ramp-up and achievement of plant nameplate capacity of the Renard Diamond Mine (viii) the expected financial obligations or
costs incurred by Stornoway in connection with the ongoing development of the Renard Diamond Mine; (ix) future market prices for rough diamonds; (x) sources of and anticipated financing requirements; (xi) the
effectiveness, funding or availability, as the case may require, of the Senior Secured Loan and the remaining Equipment Facility and the use of proceeds therefrom; (xii) the Corporation’s ability to meet its Subject
Diamonds Interest delivery obligations under the Purchase and Sale Agreement; and (xiii) the foreign exchange rate between the US dollar and the Canadian dollar. Any statements that express or involve discussions
with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements of historical fact and may be forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements are made based upon certain assumptions by Stornoway or its consultants and other important factors that, if untrue, could cause the actual results, performances or achievements of
Stornoway to be materially different from future results, performances or achievements expressed or implied by such statements. Such statements and information are based on numerous assumptions regarding
present and future business prospects and strategies and the environment in which Stornoway will operate in the future, including the recovered grade, size distribution and quality of diamonds, average ore recovery,
internal dilution, and levels of diamond breakage, the price of diamonds, anticipated costs and Stornoway’s ability to achieve its goals, anticipated financial performance. Although management considers its assumptions
on such matters to be reasonable based on information currently available to it, they may prove to be incorrect. Certain important assumptions by Stornoway or its consultants in making forward-looking statements
include, but are not limited to: (i) required capital investment (ii) estimates of net present value and internal rates of return; (iii) recovered grade, size distribution and quality of diamonds, average ore recovery, internal
dilution, mining dilution and other mining parameters set out in the 2016 Technical Report as well as levels of diamond breakage, (iv) anticipated timelines for ramp-up and achievement of nameplate capacity at the
Renard Diamond Mine, (v) anticipated timelines for the development of an open pit and underground mine at the Renard Diamond Mine; (vi) anticipated geological formations; (vii) market prices for rough diamonds
and their potential impact on the Renard Diamond Mine; and (viii) the satisfaction or waiver of all conditions under the Senior Secured Loan and the remaining Equipment Facility to allow the Corporation to draw on the
funding available under those financing elements.
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Forward Looking Information (continued)
By their very nature, forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, and risks exist that estimates, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will not be
achieved or that assumptions do not reflect future experience. We caution readers not to place undue reliance on these forward- looking statements as a number of important risk factors could cause the actual
outcomes to differ materially from the beliefs, plans, objectives, expectations, anticipations, estimates, assumptions and intentions expressed in such forward-looking statements. These risk factors may be generally
stated as the risk that the assumptions and estimates expressed above do not occur, including the assumption in many forward-looking statements that other forward-looking statements will be correct, but specifically
include, without limitation: (i) risks relating to variations in the grade, size distribution and quality of diamonds, kimberlite lithologies and country rock content within the material identified as Mineral Resources from
that predicted; (ii) variations in rates of recovery and diamond breakage; (iii) slower increases in diamond valuations than assumed; (iv) risks relating to fluctuations in the Canadian dollar and other currencies relative to
the US dollar; (v) increases in the costs of proposed capital, operating and sustainable capital expenditures; (vi) operational and infrastructure risks; (vii) execution risk relating to the development of an operating mine at
the Renard Diamond Mine; (viii) failure to satisfy the conditions to the funding or availability, as the case may require, of the Senior Secured Loan and the Equipment Facility; ( ix) developments in world diamond
markets; and (x) all other risks described in Stornoway’s most recently filed AIF and its other disclosure documents available under the Corporation’s profile at www.sedar.com. Stornoway cautions that the foregoing list
of factors that may affect future results is not exhaustive and new, unforeseeable factors and risks may arise from time to time.
Qualified Persons
The Qualified Persons that prepared the technical reports and press releases that form the basis for the presentation are listed in the Company’s AIF dated February 23, 2017. Disclosure of a scientific or technical nature
in this presentation was prepared under the supervision of M. Patrick Godin, P.Eng. (Québec), Chief Operating Officer, and Mr. David Farrow, Pr.Sci.Nat (South Africa) and P.Geo. (BC), Vice President Diamonds.
Stornoway’s exploration programs are supervised by Robin Hopkins, P.Geol. (NT/NU), Vice President, Exploration. Each of M. Godin, Mr. Farrow and Mr. Hopkins are “qualified persons” under NI 43-101.
Non-IFRS Financial Measures
This presentation refers to certain financial measures, such as EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA, Cash Operating Cost per Tonne Ore Processed, Capital Expenditures and Available Liquidity, which are not measures recognized
under IFRS and do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS.
“EBITDA” is the term the Corporation uses as an approximate measure of pre-tax operating cash flow and is generally used to better measure performance and evaluate trends of individual assets. EBITDA comprises
earnings before deducting interest and other financial charges, income taxes and depreciation. “Adjusted EBITDA” is the calculation of EBITDA adjusted by all the non-cash items that are included in the EBITDA
calculation. These items are share based compensation and the depreciation of deferred revenue. Also, exploration costs do not reflect the operating performance of the Corporation and are not indicative of future
operating results. “Adjusted EBITDA Margin” is the calculation of Adjusted EBITDA divided by total revenues less amortization of deferred revenue from the Renard Stream“Cash Ooperating Cocost per Ttonne
Pprocessed” is the term the Corporation uses to describe operating expenses (including inventory variation which includes depreciation) per tonne processed on a cash basis. This is calculated as cash operating cost
divided by tonnes of ore processed for the period. This ratio provides the user with the total cash costs incurred by the mine during the period per tonne of ore processed, including mobilization costs. The most directly
comparable measure calculated in accordance with IFRS is operating expenses. “Cash Operating Cost per Carats Recovered” is the total cash operating cost divided by carats recovered. “Capital Expenditure” is the term
used to describe cash capital expenditure incurred. This measure is consistent with that used in the $78.7M capital cost estimate previously provided as guidance for the fiscal year 2017. “Available Liquidity” comprises
cash and cash equivalents, short-term investments and available credit facilities (less related upfront fees), net of payables and receivables.
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Quarter Highlights: Operational Results
At March 31, 2017

Mining
Mining in R2-R3 and R65 open pits of 1,245,021 tonnes (+12%
compared to plan) including 625,576 tonnes ore
Underground mine development of 1,459 meters (+13%
compared to plan)

Processing
385,151 carats recovered from processing 419,233 tonnes at
92 cpht (+3%, +4% and +1% compared to plan, respectively)

Costs
Cash operating cost per tonne processednote 1 of $57.86/tonne,
or $62.99 per carat (-4% and -5% compared to plan)
Capital expenditurenote 1 of $17.1 million (Annual Guidance $79
million)

Notes
1. See Note on “Non-IFRS Financial Measures”
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Quarter Highlights: Financial Results
At March 31, 2017

Sales and Revenue
Diamond Sales of 459,126 carats for proceeds of $48.5 million.
Total sales proceeds since project began now at 498,039 carats
at US$83/carat (Annual Guidance US$100/ct-US$132/ct)
No carried inventory of unsold goods at end of quarter outside
of normal goods in progress

EBITDA
Adjusted EBITDAnote 1 of $15.0 million, or 35.9% of sales

Net Income
Net loss of $3.0 million, or $Nil per share, $0.01 loss fully diluted

Balance Sheet
Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments of $72
million. Total liquiditynote 1, comprising cash, cash equivalents
and available credit facilities, net of payables and receivables, of
$153 million.
Notes
1. See Note on “Non-IFRS Financial Measures”
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Health, Safety, Environment, Communities
To March 31, 2017

Health and Safety
1 Lost Time Injury in the Quarter
LTI rate:
SWY Employees: 0
Contractors: 2.3
Reported Incidentnote 1 Frequency: 3.5

Environment
Incidents of Environmental Non-Compliance
SWY employees: 0

Contractors: 0

Employment
Total On-site Employment at March 31, 2017: 395
14% Crees of Eeyou Istchee, 25% Chibougamau/Chapais, 61%
from Outside Region
Notes
1. Incidents requiring medical aid, temporary re-assignment, or lost time
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Mining
At March 31, 2017

Open Pit Mining
1,245,021 tonnes mined in the quarter
625,576 tonnes of ore
Ore stockpile 2,167,603 tonnes at March 31, 2017

Underground Mining
1,459m of development in the quarter
Underground mine now ahead of schedule
No recurrence of delays attributable to water inflow
experienced in late 2015-early 2016
Development in ore at 160 meter level progressing well
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Processing
At March 31, 2017
385,151 carats recovered from 419,233 tonnes ore at 92 cpht

Average plant throughput in quarter of 4,279 tonnes per day.
On track for achieving sustained nameplate capacity of 6,000 tonnes per day
by end Q2 per schedule.

Daily Plant Throughput since "first ore“, July 2016 to March 2017
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Q1 2017 Cash Operating Costsnote 1
(C$/t processed)

Other G&A

Q1/17 Actual
Open Pit

$15.11

Underground

$4.50

Process Plant

$23.99

Site G&Anote 2

$14.26

Total C$/t processed

$57.86

Total C$/ct processed

$62.99

Total C$/ct sold

$52.84

Maintenance
Labour

Diesel

Accommodation
/Travel

Consumables/
Equipment

Power

Notes
1. See Note on “Non-IFRS Financial Measures”
2. Site service overheads related to capital cost items have been transferred to sustaining capital in 2017
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Q1 2017 Capital Expendituresnote 1
(C$ million)

2017 Guidance
Underground

$9.1

Processed Kimberlite Containment

$0.4

Site Services

note 2

UG Mine
Infrastructure
UG Mine
Equipment

UG Mine
Development

Deferred/EH&S

$5.2

Process Plant

$0.9

Power Plant

$0.1

2016 Deferred Capital/EH&S

$1.4

Total

$17.1

Power Plant
Process Plant

PKC
Site Services

Notes
1. See Note on “Non-IFRS Financial Measures”
2. Site service overheads related to capital cost items have been transferred to sustaining capital in 2017
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Diamond Sales
All Figures in C$ unless otherwise noted

Quarter Sales
459,126 carats sold in 3 tenders and 4 out of tender sales, for
proceedsnote 1 of $48.5 million
Sales in quarter included all goods withheld from sale in
November 2016

ROM Sales to Date
498,039 carats now sold to date for proceeds of $54.5 million, or
US$83 per carat
Represent diamonds recovered between July 2016 and January
2017, during which time high levels of diamond breakage were
being experienced in the process plant, with a higher recovery of
small diamonds compared to plan
Full year guidance of US$100 to US$132 per caratnote 2
Notes
1. Before stream, royalty and marketing costs
2. Stornoway’s price guidance for 2017 incorporates data on the production profile recovered at Renard to December 31st, and on the results of two diamond sales conducted in November 2016 and January 2017.
Guidance for 2017 is impacted by two factors: market conditions, and plant factors (diamond breakage) relating to the current diamond size profile.
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Update on Diamond Breakage Mitigation
Mitigating diamond breakage during processing is the principal focus of the production ramp-up.
Diamond breakage impacts recovered grade, size distribution, and quality.

A two quarter mitigation plan, first announced on February 6, 2017, is ongoing.
Diamond breakage occurs in all diamond process plants. It is measurable, and can be mitigated.

Simulant Breakage
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Tender Sales
Stornoway has retained Bonas-Couzyn as sales
commissionaire and tender agent for arm's
length market sales, 10 times a year, in Antwerp,
Belgium.
Stornoway’s first five tender sales have been
well attended, with increasing bidder
participation and growing prices.

Sales in lower quality and smaller items have to
date been impacted by the Indian demonetization event of late 2016. Liquidity in
these items has returned, however, and pricing
is gradually improving.
Quebec’s first diamond production has been
well received by the market. Yields of polished
from the rough are reported as high, with good
performance during manufacturing and good
colours.
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Recent Notable Recoveries

Missing 20-30ct, Fresh

Missing Balance
of Stone c.100ct,
not Fresh

At Sale:
29.28ct
Sold for US$530,000 April 2017
(US$18,100/carat)

In Recovery:
33.32ct fragment recovered March 28
73.87ct fragment recovered April 2

Reconstructed:
107.91ct partial octohedra.
20-30ct missing with fresh breakage. Not recovered.
Another c. 100ct missing with non-fresh breakage
Imply the stone was originally 200-250ct in mantle
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Q1 Summary
Operations
Open pit mining and underground mine development ahead of
plan at 1,245,021 tonnes (112%) and 1,459 meters (113%)
respectively.
Ore processing, carat recovery and grade within plan at 385,151
carats from 419,233 tonnes at 92 cpht respectively.

Balance Sheet (as of March 31, 2017, un-audited)
Cash and Equivalents

C$72 million

Total Debtnote 2

C$238 million

Undrawn Financing Commitmentsnote 3

C$104 million

Available Liquiditynote 4

C$153 million

Operating cash costs per tonne processednote 1 at C$57.86
(C$62.99 per carat) and Capital expendituresnote 1 at C$17.1 million
both within plan.

Sales
Good sales launch for Renard diamonds at tender.
459,126 carats sold in quarter for proceeds of $48.5 million with
EBITDA of $15.0 million, or 35.9% of sales. ROM sales to date of
498,039 carats at US$83 per carat.
Focussed on diamond breakage mitigation.
Re-iterating full year guidance of US$100 to US$132 per carat.

Notes
1. See Note on “Non-IFRS Financial Measures”
2. Renard Mine Road facility, convertible debentures and unsecured debt facilities
3. Includes $100 million senior debt facility and financing available under equipment leasing facility. Does not
include C$48 million cost over run facility.
4. Cash, cash equivalents, receivables and undrawn financing commitments, net of receivables and payables.
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1111 Rue St. Charles Ouest,
Longueuil, Québec J4K 4G4
Tel: +1 (450) 616-5555

IR Contact:
Orin Baranowsky, CFA, CFO, VP IR and Corp Dev
obaranowsky@stornowaydiamonds.com
Tel: +1 (416) 304-1026 x2103

www.stornowaydiamonds.com
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